Windmill-Parts.com

Windmill-Parts specializes in collectable, antique, vintage and used water pumping windmills, towers and accessories. We sell complete mills or individual parts for most post WWI windmills including Aermotor, Baker, Challenge, Currie, Dempster, Fairbanks-Morse, Fairbury, Flint & Walling, Heller-Aller, Samson-Stover, Woodmanse and others. We are dedicated to helping others preserve and restore big or small country farm-style windmills at affordable prices. We also offer factory new windmills, towers and water pumping accessories at prices well below list. We have an extensive website dedicated to the historical aspects of the water pumping windmill and the preservation of these historical artifacts. Our customers receive quarterly newsletters that feature access to our Reference Library, Identification Photos, Museum and Collector's Corner Galleries. We offer local referral services, when you need to find it closer than our Texas or Indiana locations, with recommendations of high integrity windmill businesses located around the country.

The Windmills at Riverside Farm is a not-for-profit historical windmill park located in SW Indiana. Proceeds from our windmill literature Ebay sales help to off-set costs associated with our public access park. We feature vintage windmills, towers and windmill pumps along with displays of vintage windmill advertising and photographs.
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